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STATE OF UTAH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT GRANT 2013
LEA APPLICATION: REQUIREMENTS

PART 1: DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION
The actions listed in Part I are ones that an LEA must take prior to submitting its application for a School
Improvement Grant.
A. The LEA has analyzed the needs of each Priority School identified in the LEA’s application and
has selected an intervention for each school.
1. The state of Utah requires that any LEA making application for the School Improvement Grants
1003(g) must analyze the needs of each Priority School for which it applies that appears on the
state’s identified Priority School list. Included in the analysis of each school, the LEA must
consider the following:
a. The percent of students scoring proficient in Reading/ Language Arts and Mathematics
(LEAs are to consider both overall school and subgroup achievement);
b. Trend data for both Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics (LEAs are to consider overall
school and subgroup achievement);
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c. Demographic information relevant to the school’s achievement in Reading/Language Arts
and Mathematics;
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d. Contextual data for the school (attendance, graduation and dropout rates, discipline reports,
parent and community surveys);
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e. Teacher information (teacher attendance, turnover rates, teaching assignments aligned with
highly qualified teacher status, teacher education, experience, and performance evaluations);
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f.

Administrator information (how long the administrator has been at the building, or the
replacement of the principal as required in the Turnaround or Transformation models,
administrator education, experience, and performance evaluations); and

g. Effectiveness of prior school reform efforts.
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The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 2 to review this requirement.
2. Based on the thorough analysis of the above data, the LEA must select, design, and implement
interventions consistent with the final federal requirements.
a. Identify the school(s) for which the LEA is making application;
b. Identify the intervention model chosen for each school; and
c. Provide the rationale for the model chosen for each school.

Whitehorse High School
After analysis of the intervention models, San Juan School District is choosing to adopt the
Transformation Model for the School Improvement Process. The Restart and Closure models are not
feasible as our schools are extremely remote and other options for other schools are not available. The
Turnaround model was not deemed the best fit either as we have significant staffing/turnover challenges.
The Transformational Model allows us the flexibility to make needed and appropriate staffing
changes, implement the research based reform strategies, focus district resources of both time and
personnel, and provide needed additional school improvement resources.

The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 3 to review this requirement.
3. The LEA must include in its SIG application information that describes how it will implement
with fidelity each of the requirements associated with the intervention model(s) selected for its
eligible schools. NOTE: Please see the LEA Turnaround Model Checklist, the LEA
Transformational Model Checklist, or the LEA Closure Model Checklist in the Appendix. In
Utah, due to Charter School Legislation, it is not possible to choose the LEA Restart Model.
This information must include the following:
a. Describe how the LEA will implement with fidelity each requirement associated with the
intervention model(s) selected for its eligible schools;
b. Provide sufficient information describing how the LEA will successfully implement each
requirement;
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c. Describe any steps already taken by the LEA to initiate school improvement efforts that
align with SIG intervention models; and
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d. Provide a detailed timeline for implementation for the intervention model chosen for each
school the LEA intends to serve.
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The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 4 to review this requirement.
4. The LEA must describe the annual goals (Goals must be specific, measurable, attainable, realistic
and time-based (SMART) for student achievement on the State’s assessments in both
reading/language arts and mathematics that it has established in order to monitor its Priority
Schools that receive school improvement funds.
a. Describe annual SMART goals for the state’s assessment for reading/language arts; and
b. Describe annual SMART goals for the state’s assessment for mathematics.

Whitehorse High School
With the rapidly changing assessment picture for the State of Utah, setting specific SMART goals
using the new SAGE and possibly changes in the UCAS system is a bit problematic. However, we are
committed to setting goals that are both r and attainable.
Whitehorse High School will show a 10% or better gain each year in student proficiency for both
Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics. The State anticipates that the new SAGE will be much more
rigorous and all schools are expected to drop in proficiency rates from the 2012-13 CRT scores. So, the
2013-14 SAGE proficiency scores will be the baseline upon which we will gauge the 10% improvementSMART goal for each year.
For the school year 2014-15, a 10% gain or better in proficiency compared to the 2013-14 scores,
as well as a 10% increase for the 2015-16 and 2016-17 school years will be the target goal.
The second SMART goal will be that the school’s UCAS score is high enough to remove
Whitehorse High School from the not only the Priority list of lowest performing 5% of schools, and from
the FOCUS list of lowest performing 15%.
As the State is in transition between the CRT’s and SAGE and is also reviewing the UCAS
system, the District will ensure that we review and revise our goals to ensure the SMART goals are
rigorous enough to exceed the State criteria for Priority and FOCUS status. When the State has been able
to establish and release information about new criteria/score points to determine Priority and FOCUS
status, the District will work with Whitehorse High School to establish a concrete UCAS SMART goal
for each of the three years.
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c. Describe how the local school board will be engaged to ensure successful implementation
(including the prioritization or revision of appropriate board policies and allocation of
resources).

Whitehorse High School
The School Board has been consulted about the SIG application during the December 2013 and
February 2014 Board Meetings and is supportive of the plan. The Superintendent led the discussions and
requested Board support. (See Assurances Letter p. 52).
The Board has committed to working with the Superintendent, Secondary Supervisor and school
to make reasonable and legal allowances to support the intent of the grant. The Board will continue
throughout the 3-year span of the grant to have access to required reports as well as an annual Board
report made by the principal who will detail the school’s progress and any needed revisions or requests
for support. The Board has committed to supporting the direction of the grant with whatever resources
are available after the 3- year cycle has ended.
The Board will review progress of the SIG plan twice a year at a minimum. Whitehorse High
School’s principal presents an annual report to the Board as does the Secondary Supervisor and Student
Services Director. Progress of the school improvement process, backed by data, will be a focus of the
reports. Any barriers to the progress of the school, including policies or prioritization revisions, will be
requested for consideration during these reports.

The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 6 to review this requirement.
B. The LEA has demonstrated that it has the capacity to use school improvement funds to provide
adequate resources and related support to each Priority School identified in the LEA’s
application in order to implement fully and effectively the selected intervention model in each of
those schools.
1. The LEA has identified how it will provide leadership and support to each Priority School
identified in the LEAs application. The description must include the following information on
how the LEA will successfully implement the school intervention model:
a. Identify how the LEA will provide leadership and support to each Priority School identified
in the application;
b. Identify the LEA staff assigned to support implementation of the school intervention model;
c. Identify the qualifications and relevant experience of the assigned LEA staff related to
prior successful school improvement efforts;
d. Describe how the LEA will provide ongoing technical assistance to make sure each school
is successful;

Whitehorse High School
(See Strategy 4B—LEA support staff assignments)
The Superintendent has assigned the Student Services Director to spend a minimum of 2 days a
week to provide intense onsite mentoring support for administration and teachers ensuring the SIG plan is
implemented fully and successfully.
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e. Identify the fiscal resources (state and federal) that the LEA will commit to implementation;

Whitehorse High School
The LEA will provide the following fiscal resources to support the implementation of this
application:
•

Federal funds—Title 1, Title IIA, IDEA, Title III, Title IV.

•

State funds—Enhancement for at-Risk Students, Trustlands, Comprehensive Guidance

•

District funds—Lower student/teacher ratio. Technology, Transportation

•

Subsidized teacher housing and maintenance

All funds will be evaluated to ensure they are directed to the goals of the school Transformation.
When the three year SIG period is over, the District and School will evaluate all budgets to allow the
school to sustain the successful practices of the SIG plan.
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f. Describe how the LEA will evaluate the effectiveness of the reform strategies;
g. Describe how the LEA will establish annual goals for student achievement on the State’s
assessments in both reading/language arts and mathematics

Whitehorse High School
The definitive measure of effectiveness of the reform strategies will be improved student
proficiency for both Language Arts and Mathematics as measured by the State’s end of year SAGE
assessment (see above section 4 a,b -SMART goals). This annual summative assessment will be the
primary indicator of improvement.
However various formative measures will keep the plan on track and allow teachers and
administration to make needed improvements throughout each year.
These measures include:
Academic
• District Benchmarks: Deep Data Dives; Reteaching Essential Standards
• Progress monitoring including PLC common assessments
Plan Evaluation
• Quarterly reports facilitated by School Support Team Leader
• Review of implementation and data in District Admin.Exe meetings
• USOE site visits
Other measures
• Teacher evaluations
• Data on improved engagement/instruction collected by Innovation Education, School
Admin. and teachers in collaborative team coaching.
• Staff turnover rates—master teacher retention; progress of teachers being mentored
• Parent and student survey? ISQ
• Student attendance
• Discipline reports
• OLWEUS/SET
Each year during the school’s 4 day summer retreat, the school will analyze both summative and
formative data to establish school SMART goals that are directly related to the goals for the SIG plan for
improvement in proficiency in both Language Arts and Mathematics.
This process will involve setting goals for both interim measures and process implementation.
The SMART goals will be set at school, department and individual teacher levels. The building principal
and Secondary Supervisor will guide and approve the SMART goals the schools adopts.
Parents and students will be informed about the school’s goals during fall activities, including the
annual SIG parent orientation evening. During Parent/Teacher conferences, Student Mentor contacts and
Planning for College and Career Ready (PCCR) meetings (formerly SEOP), parents will learn about their
student’s progress toward these goals. Data boards and other methods of publication will keep
stakeholders informed about school progress.
Teachers will work with students to set individual proficiency goals. Students will be involved in
tracking their own data and progress toward their individual proficiency goals. The building principal
and Lead Teachers will review and manage interventions for student support toward their individual
goals.
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h. Describe how the LEA will monitor student achievement by individual teacher/classrooms;
i. Describe how the LEA will measure progress on the leading indicators as defined in the
final requirements;

Whitehorse High School
The District will monitor student achievement by individual teacher/classrooms through:
•

District Benchmark reports-Datawise reports that show student mastery of Core
Curriculum standards by student and teacher.

•

PLC common assessment results/intervention

•

Student grades and credits- # of failing students by individual teacher/classroom.

•

ELL and SpEd student reports—ELLevation and IEPs

The District will monitor the following leading indicators:
•

Student and teacher attendance (SIS and Kronos programs)

•

Student discipline (office referrals, suspension and expulsion rates)

•

Graduation rates

•

Enrollment and passing Advanced Coursework (SIS)

•

School Climate and Culture-edPlus, weekly online survey to measure climate

•

Parent/Community Engagement (participation in school events, ISQ)

•

Extended learning time opportunities (records of increased time and student achievement
progress).

The Board of Education has set District Goals (see below). By September of each year, the
Superintendent, Elementary and Secondary Supervisors will work with the building principal(s) and
teachers to set annual SMART goals for student achievement for both reading/language arts and
mathematics. These will be used to monitor student achievement by individual classrooms as well.
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j. Describe the frequency of LEA monitoring;
k. Describe the monitoring strategies the LEA will use to monitor the implementation of each
requirement of the selected intervention model (Use the model checklists provided as a guide
for the monitoring strategies needed); and
l. If student achievement results do not meet expected goals, describe how the LEA will assist
in making necessary plan revisions.
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Whitehorse High School
The LEA will closely monitor student and progress toward leading indicators on a weekly and bimonthly basis using the following structures:
• The Student Services Leadership Mentor will be in the building a minimum of 1 full day per
week. She will be actively monitoring the PLC , Lead Teacher Team, Instructional Coach and
Principal. Weekly data meetings will be closely monitored.
• The District Directors meet with the Superintendent twice a month to monitor data and
progress for schools with a focus on SIG schools.
• District Benchmark results will be monitored by the LEA and the process of ensuring “Deep
Data Dives” after each assessment will be supported.
• The LEA supports Whitehorse High School with an Educational Psychologist that is on site
once a week to work with PBIS, OLWEUS. The SWIS software is the primary source of
behavior data that is used to monitor student behavior. The District UTMSS team monitors this
information on a monthly basis.
• The Secondary Supervisor and Principal monitor teacher attendance using the district’s
KRONOS system. This is reviewed and approved on a monthly basis.
• The Student Information System (SIS) is monitored to determine students who are missing
school at a rate that places them at risk for not succeeding. The school has a process of alerts,
parent notifications and interventions.
• Evaluations of teachers will follow the State UMIE system. Ongoing formative measures
include walkthroughs and collaborative team coaching data.
• Formative assessments of academic progress include District Benchmarks and Common
Assessments.
When student achievement results do not meet expected goals, the LEA will support the
principal to identify the barriers and provide timely, targeted support. The primary responsibility will fall
on the instructional Leaders (both Principal and Elementary Supervisor) support to improve Tier 1
instruction, more appropriate interventions, and parent contacts. District level problem solving in
Executive staff meetings will provide oversight. The school will be expected to monitor student data and
problem solve in PLC and school leadership meetings.
Each spring, the school will review the implementation of their plan using quarterly reports,
data informing progress toward SMART goals and leading indicators. All stakeholders (teachers, parents,
administration and School Support Team leader) will have an opportunity for input as to any plan
revisions. Needed plan revisions will be reviewed by the Superintendent, School Supervisor and Student
Services Director. The USOE Title 1 Specialists assigned to SIG oversight will be consulted to approve
the changes. Approved changes will be uploaded on the USOE Tracker system.

2. If the LEA is not applying to serve each Priority School, the LEA must explain why it lacks
capacity to serve each school.

The District is applying for support for all three identified Priority Schools: Montezuma
Creek Elementary, Monument Valley High School and Whitehorse High School.
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3. The LEA has identified how it will design and implement interventions consistent with the
final requirements of the selected intervention model.

Whitehorse High School
The District has chosen the Transformation model. We have designed the Transformation plan
knowing the requirements of the model and aligning District goals and current research that supports the
Transformation of schools. The plan design has been developed with District and School administration,
teacher input, parent input and with the guidance of our School Support Team Leader and UVA-PLE
expectations.
This application describes in detail how we will implement each of the requirements of the
Transformational Model. The District is committed to ensuring that all requirements of the model are
implemented successfully.

4. Due to the Utah State Office of Education’s approved ESEA Flexibility Waiver, USOE is applying
for a waiver to replace its PLA List with its Priority Schools list. Therefore, LEAs will no longer
be able to apply to serve Tier III schools with SIG funding.
Turnaround Model:
• Replace and support principal
• Grant greater flexibility to principal (e.g. staffing, calendars, budget)
• Locally develop and adopt competencies to screen existing staff
• Identify and replace 50% of the existing staff, using locally adopted competencies
• Select and hire new staff
• Implement strategies to recruit, place, and retain staff
• Provide ongoing job-embedded professional development
• Adopt a new governance structure
• Use data to identify and implement an instructional program that is research-based,
vertically aligned, and aligned with Utah Core Standards.
• Promote the continuous use of student data to inform and differentiate instruction to meet
the academic needs of individual students
• Establish schedule and implement strategies that increase learning time
• Provide appropriate social/emotional and community oriented services and supports for
students
• Other permissible strategies (please specify)
Transformational Model:
• Replace the principal who led the school prior to commencement of Transformational
Model
• Use rigorous, transparent, and equitable evaluation systems that take into account data on
student growth and are designed and developed with teacher and principal involvement
• Identify and reward school leaders, teachers, and other staff who have increase student
achievement; remove those who have not done so
• Provide staff ongoing, high quality, job-embedded professional development
• Implement strategies designed to recruit, place, and retain staff (e.g. additional
compensation, institute a system for measuring changes in instructional practices, etc.)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use data to identify and implement an instructional program that is research-based,
vertically aligned, and aligned with Utah Core Standards
Promote the continuous use of student data (formative, interim, and summative
assessments) to inform and differentiate instruction (e.g. curriculum review, UMTSS
model, additional supports for students with disabilities and English language learners)
Provide additional support and professional development to teachers and principal to
support students with disabilities and English language learners
Use and integrate technology-based support and intervention as part of the instructional
program
Secondary Schools only: Increase rigor by offering opportunities for students to enroll in
advanced coursework (provide multiple opportunities for all students)
Secondary Schools only: Improve student transitions from middle school to high school
Secondary Schools only: Increase graduation rate through a variety of methods
Secondary Schools only: Establish early warning systems to identify students at-risk of
failing to graduate
Establish schedules and strategies that provide increased learning time
Provide ongoing mechanisms for family and community engagement (e.g. partnerships
with parents and community to create safe schools, extended or restructured school day,
approaches to improved climate and school discipline, full day or pre-kindergarten)
Give the school sufficient operational flexibility (e.g. staffing, calendar/time, budgeting)
Ensure that the school receive ongoing, intensive technical assistance from the LEA,
SEA, or external consultant organization) e.g. new governance arrangement, weighted
per pupil budget formula

Restart Model:
• Develop, communicate, and implement the decision-making process for selecting the
Restart Model
• Develop and implement a rigorous review process for selecting: charter school operator;
charter school management organization; and/or educational management organization
• Develop and implement a process for monitoring and evaluating the Restart Model to
ensure that it serves and benefits students
• Other strategies (please specify)
Closure Model:
• Develop and implement a process for ensuring that all students are accommodated at
higher-achieving schools
• Develop and implement a communication plan to inform parents and the community
about the Closure Model
• Provide support for students who are transitioning to new schools (e.g. transportation,
class assignments, etc.)
• Other strategies (please specify)
The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 7 to review this requirement.
The checklists for each intervention model are included in this application.

C. The LEA has considered the needs of the school(s) in relation to the chosen intervention model
and must describe the process used to recruit, screen, and select external providers.
1. A description of how the LEA will contract with an external provider, including a description of
how the LEA will recruit, screen, and select external providers;
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a. If the LEA has already selected an external provider, the LEA must provide evidence that the
external provider has a demonstrated record of success and the expected services that the
contractor will provide;
b. A narrative description to support external provider contracts, if applicable; and
c. The LEA is required to use an experienced School Support Team Leader who is external to
the LEA. An SST Leader could assist the school in the implementation of the intervention
model. A list of approved School Support Team Leaders is available upon request of USOE
staff.

Whitehorse High School
The District has previously contracted with Innovations Education (IE) for FOCUS schools’
external provider support and has been pleased with their expertise and support. The District would like
to continue with IE as an external provider for the SIG project, and specifically Johanna Hofmeister,
M.Ed. (Owner, CEO) as School Support Team Leader. Ms. Hofmeister is a USOE approved Support
Team Leader and has extensive experience working with schools in Utah designated as in need of
improvement.
The Innovations Ed team includes four former school administrators and two teacher specialists
who all have elementary and secondary school level experience. All team members have expertise in
assessing the school’s learning environment and coaching the administrator as she/he changes the culture
of the school through a turnaround model.
Since 2009, Innovations Education consultants have served as lead consultants for over 20 Title 1
PRIORITY and FOCUS schools in the state of Utah. 100% of clients served have successfully met exit
criteria within state allotted timeframe.
Innovations Ed repeatedly demonstrates effectiveness in supporting Title 1 schools in their school
turnarounds and transformations. With experienced consultants specializing in Assessment, Instruction,
Curriculum, and Instructional Leadership, Innovations Ed has successfully facilitated the development,
implementation, and monitoring of improvement plans for numerous Utah schools. The IE team
regularly:
•
conducts appraisals for schools entering improvement
•
presents and interprets appraisal results with all stakeholders
•
guides leadership teams in the development of school improvement plans that include
specific and measurable goals
•
supports administrators in leading plan implementation
•
facilitates the development of collaborative processes between state, district, and school
•
implements sustainable professional development directly tied to focused goals
•
collects and analyzes data continuously to inform process
•
transforms schools by increasing student proficiency, student growth, and graduation
rates
The Utah State Office of Education recognizes the contributions of the Innovations Ed team to
school improvement efforts throughout the state. Consultants have been included on expert panels during
state trainings and have also participated in the revision process of state appraisal tools and school
improvement plan documents.
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2. In selecting external providers, the LEA must take into account the specific needs of the Priority
School(s) to be served. These criteria must include, but are not limited to:
a. Researching and prioritizing external providers available to serve the school;
b. Contact with other LEAs currently or formerly engaged with the external provider
regarding their effectiveness; and
c. The provider identified has a proven track record of success in working with similar
schools and/or student populations (e.g. success working with high schools or English
language learners).

Whitehorse High School
San Juan School District has extensively researched available external providers that: have the
experience/expertise to support our student population, are approved by USOE, have a track record of
success and are willing to serve our remote location with an energetic and hand-on approach.
Innovations Educations’ current clients include: Davis School District, Jordan School District,
Ogden School District, San Juan School District, and Uintah School District. Weber School District.
Charters: Uintah River HS, Rockwell HS, Dual Immersion Academy, Guadalupe ES. Innovations
Education has a wealth of experience working with schools with challenging demographics including
poverty, ELL and cultural differences.
Innovations Education serves 20 Title 1 PRIORITY and FOCUS schools in the
state of Utah. 100% of clients served have successfully met exit criteria within state
allotted timeframe.
Consultants:
•
Conducted appraisals
•
Facilitated collaborative development of school improvement plans
•
Guided schools through improvement process
•
Monitored school improvement plan implementation
•
Supported leadership teams and administrators in making data informed
decisions throughout improvement process
3. The LEA must describe the alignment between external provider services and existing LEA
services:
a. The responsibilities of the external provider and LEA are aligned and clearly
defined;
b. The LEA has specifically planned how it will hold the external provider accountable to
high performance standards; and
c. The capacity of the external provider to serve the specific needs of the identified
school(s) has been clearly demonstrated.
4. The LEA must describe the reasonable and timely steps it will take to recruit and screen providers
to be in place by the beginning of the 2014-15 school year.
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The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist pages 8-9 to review this requirement.
D. The LEA must describe how it will modify its practices or policies, if necessary, to enable it to
implement the interventions fully and effectively.

1. The LEA SIG application must demonstrate that the LEA has identified potential
practices and/or policies that may serve as barriers to successful implementation of
intervention strategies. Competitive applications must include the following:
a. A list of practices and/or policies that may serve as barriers to successful
implementation;
b. Proposed steps to modify identified practices and/or policies to minimize barriers;
c. A procedure in place to identify and resolve future issues related to practices and/or
policies; and
d. Description of how the LEA will collaborate with key stakeholders to implement
necessary changes (e.g. associations, administrators, local board of education).
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Whitehorse High School
The District believes existing barriers to school reform can and will be overcome. Potential barriers include:
1. Policies and procedures related to teacher evaluations. As the teacher evaluation process and
performance pay will be tied to student achievement, District policies and procedures will need to
be reviewed and possibly revised. The Board of Education reviews policies on a monthly basis
and is actively engaged in ensuring that State policy and law are reflected in District policy. The
new State UMIE evaluation tool will guide our process. The Association has worked well with the
District in the past and will continue to be an active stakeholder in this process.
2. Increased school/teacher governance. The District has invested heavily in forming the SJSD/ABC

Framework which sets in motion Professional Learning Communities. These collaborative teams
give teachers a voice and a structure to make significant decisions about the instruction and
support for students. Whitehorse High School has considerable latitude to determine their school
schedule that will allow for student interventions and other necessary structures for increased
student achievement as long as they coordinate with the other high schools’ Distance Education
schedule. Whitehorse’s extended time will enhance the Transformation effort.
3. Policies and procedures related to performance pay. The District has successfully used performance

pay as part of a 4-6 Math Initiative and previous SIG plan at Bluff Elementary. The Board is
supportive of this concept. The LEA Support team will work to ensure the bonuses are fair and
are administered in a way that improves teacher moral and brings staffs together toward a
common goal, rather than dividing teachers. This will be accomplished through performance pay
for—a) language arts and math teachers; b) whole staff based on total school gain of student
proficiency.
4. Implementation Fidelity. The LEA Support Team will be actively involved in monitoring and
supporting Whitehorse High School as they undergo transformation process. The USOE will be
called on for technical support and monitoring as well. The External Evaluator will give an
outside, objective view of the process and make any recommendations for improvement.
Innovations Education will give regular onsite and distance communication training and feedback.
The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 10 to review this requirement.
E. The LEA must include information regarding how it will sustain the reforms after the SIG
funding period ends.
1. The LEA SIG application must demonstrate that the LEA has a plan to sustain the
improvements achieved through the SIG process when the funding period ends. Competitive
applications include the following:
a. A list of the ongoing supports needed to sustain school improvement after the funding
period ends;
b. A description of the anticipated local, state, and/or federal resources that will be
committed to meet the needs identified above and support continued implementation of
the model(s) chosen;
c. The written assurance from the district superintendent or charter school leader that s/he
will continue to support the implementation and refinement of the intervention model(s)
described in the LEA application beyond the period of the grant funding; and
d. The written assurance from the local school board that they will continue to support
the implementation and refinement of the intervention model(s) described in the LEA
application beyond the period of the grant funding.
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The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 11 to review this requirement.

Part II: BUDGET
An LEA must include a budget that indicates the amount of school improvement funds the LEA
will use each year in each Priority School it commits to serve. NOTE: The amount of funds applied
for must include a planned budget for each year of the three years of the grant. The LEA may

apply for a minimum of $50,000 per year per school for each of the three years of the grant
up to a maximum of $2,000,000 per year per school for each of the three years for a total of
no more than $6,000,000 over three years.
1. The LEA budget included in the SIG application demonstrates that the LEA has allocated
a reasonable amount for LEA support and school intervention model strategies. Quality
budgets include the following:
a. The LEA provides a budget for each Priority School for the three years of the
grant;
b. For each school included in the SIG application, the budget includes costs associated
with the successful implementation of the intervention model selected (e.g.
extended learning time, professional development, teacher recruitment and retention);
c. If the LEA plans to apply for SIG funds to support LEA efforts, the budget includes
costs associated with LEA leadership and support of the school intervention
models;
d. The LEA budget includes costs for purchased professional services to ensure
quality consultants to facilitate research-based reform;
e. The budget detail provides sufficient information to support budget requests; and
f. The LEA has considered any costs associated with program evaluation annually.

Whitehorse High School

SALARIES
Performance pay-- teachers
Pay is figured @ $5,000 a year possible for each teacher (18 total) $5,000 x 18 = $90,000
$270,000 Total three years.
Performance Pay--principal
$6,000 per year
$18,000 Total three years
Principal Retention Bonus
$4,000 year 1
$5,000 year 2
$6,000 year 3
$15,000 Total three years
Principal Housing Stipend
$5,000 per year
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The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 12 to review this requirement.
NOTE: The SEA will annually review each LEAs budget prior to renewal of the grant.
2. The LEA SIG application must demonstrate that the LEA has committed other local, state, and
federal resources to support successful implementation of the intervention model. A competitive
LEA SIG application must include the following information:
a. A list of the financial resources that will support the intervention model (e.g. local, state,
federal funds, and other private grants, as appropriate);
b. A description of how each of the financial resources listed above will support the goals of
the school reform effort in the improvement plan; and
c. A description of how LEA program personnel will collaborate to support student
achievement and school reform.

Whitehorse High School
The District will provide the following fiscal resources to support the implementation of
this application:
•

Federal funds
o

Title 1-salaries for aides and materials for interventions, professional development,
enhanced technology support

o

Title 11A—professional development, class-size reduction

o

IDEA-services for Students with Disabilities

o

Title IIII-supports for ELL students, professional development
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The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 13 to review this requirement.
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3. USOE will ensure that all activities proposed by the LEA receiving the SIG award are
allowable expenditures to assist the LEA and school(s) in preparing for full
implementation when the 2014-2015 school year begins. USOE has developed a
Checklist to review the pre-implementation activities proposed by LEAs as a feedback
resource to the LEA. This page of the Checklist will not be added to the overall score of
the LEA application as this section is optional. The activities listed below are intended to
be examples only. The focus of the activity should be its relationship to the needs of the
school and the intervention model chosen for the school. Examples of allowable preimplementation activities:
The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 14 to review this requirement.
☒ Family and Community Engagement: Hold community meetings to review school
performance, discuss the school intervention model to be implemented, and develop school
improvement plans in line with the intervention model selected; survey students and parents to
gauge needs of students, families, and the community; communicate with parents and the
community about school status, improvement plans, choice options, and local service providers
for health, nutrition, or social services through press releases, newsletters, newspaper
announcements, parent outreach coordinators, hotlines, and direct mail; assist families in
transitioning to new schools if their current school is implementing the closure model by
providing counseling or holding meetings specifically regarding their choices; or hold open
houses or orientation activities specifically for students attending a new school if their prior
school is implementing the closure model.
☒ Rigorous Review of External Providers: Properly recruit, screen, and select any external
providers that may be necessary to assist in planning for the implementation of an intervention
model.
☒ Staffing: Recruit and hire the incoming principal, leadership team, instructional staff, and
administrative support; or evaluate the strengths and areas of need of current staff.
☒ Instructional Programs: Provide remediation and enrichment to students in schools that will
implement an intervention model at the start of the 2014-2015 school year through programs with
evidence of raising achievement; identify and purchase instructional materials that are researchbased, aligned with State academic standards, and have data-based evidence of raising student
achievement; or compensate staff for instructional planning, such as examining student data,
developing a curriculum that is aligned to State standards and aligned vertically from one grade
level to another, collaborating within and across disciplines, and devising student assessments.
☒ Professional Development and Support: Train staff on the implementation of new or revised
instructional programs and policies that are aligned with the school’s comprehensive instructional
plan and the school’s intervention model; provide instructional support for returning staff
members, such as classroom coaching, structured common planning time, mentoring, consultation
with outside experts, and observations of classroom practice, that is aligned with the school’s
comprehensive instructional plan and the school’s intervention model; or train staff on the new
evaluation system and locally adopted competencies.
☒ Preparation for Accountability Measures: Develop and pilot a data system for use in SIGfunded schools; analyze data on leading baseline indicators; or develop and adopt interim
assessments for use in SIG-funded schools.
☒ Other Allowable Activities to be described by the LEA
“Pre-implementation” enables an LEA to prepare for full implementation of a school intervention model at the start
of the 2014–2015 school year. For a full description of pre-implementation, please refer to section J of the SIG
Guidance.
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PART III: ASSURANCES
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The USOE will use the Utah 2013 LEA SIG Review Checklist page 15 to review this requirement.

The SEA has established the following timeline to disseminate information to eligible
LEAs, provide training, review applications, approve LEA applications, and award SIG
2013 funds:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify potential Priority Schools that fall within the lowest-performing 5% of Title I Schools:
November 2013
Notify Superintendents/Charter Leaders of schools identified as Priority Schools: November
2013
Individuals contacted to serve on the external Review Panel: December 2013
Develop the online application process: December 2013
Hold a pre-bidders’ conference: December 11, 2013
Hold a bidders’ conference: January 15, 2014
Meet with Review Panel: January 16, 2014
Applications available: January 15, 2014 to February 14, 2014
Applications due: February 14, 2014
Review SIG applications: February 18 to February 28, 2014
Convene Review Panel for recommendations on applications: March 3, 2014
Notify SIG award recipients: March 7, 2014
Approved SIG applicants may choose to do pre-implementation activities beginning March
2014
Approved SIG applicants begin implementation in the fall of 2014
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